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Abstract

Many potential business benefits have been widely associated with the implementation of PSS. Still, several significant challenges for transitioning to PSS persist, especially in regards to materializing the business benefits. To tackle such difficulty, this paper suggests a theory-driven concept of a business case for PSS implementation and management, based on a System Dynamics simulation framework. With a maturity-oriented theoretical perspective and the associated capability concepts, the study provides insights into how the development of PSS capabilities can potentially affect corporate performance over time. The paper’s preliminary results identify the potential for managers and other decision-makers to use the business case simulator to assessing PSS-related business benefits and responding to multiple implementation scenarios and strategies.
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1. Introduction

An increasing number of corporations and researchers have been consolidating potential business benefits gained with the adoption and implementation of PSS [1–4]. Benefits range from business model innovation to the development of more environmentally-sound offerings [3,5]. However, many challenges still face companies in the implementation of PSS [1,6], specially in regards to seizing and measuring such PSS and other sustainability-driven benefits [7].

Within the domain of capturing and materializing corporate benefits, the concept of business cases arise as a collection of arguments that supports and documents the reasons why businesses should accept or pursue a certain cause [8,9]. With a maturity-oriented framework for PSS implementation and management (EcoM2) as the theoretical backbone [10], this study explores how capability building on PSS management practices can potentially influence corporate performance outcomes over time [11]. Having the dynamic and complex aspects as major components in integrating sustainability into business and product development [11], this paper proposes a first approximation for building a business case for PSS implementation through the use of a System Dynamics approach [12,13]. The SD simulation paradigm was selected over others (e.g. discrete event or agent-based) due to its suitability for application at higher, more aggregated and strategic levels and its lower dependency on hard data [14]. It is expected that the results of this paper contribute towards offering managers and decision-makers a theory-driven concept of a simulation-based framework to support the business case for PSS implementation.

2. The maturity-based PSS development

The Ecodesign Maturity Model (EcoM2) serves as the main theoretical framework for this paper. The EcoM2 was originally proposed in the literature as management framework for systematic integration of ecodesign into product development processes [10]. The model has been recently enhanced by the incorporation of best practices on the development of environmentally sustainable product/service-systems (PSS) [3,15] and social innovation [16]. The model encompasses three main elements: practices, maturity levels and an application method.
2.1. The EcoM2 practices

The EcoM2 practices are part of a comprehensive body of knowledge with more than 600 practices that are classified into management and operational practices. The management practices relate to the integration of sustainability issues into the strategic and tactical levels of the product development process. While management practices are generic and applicable to any company - irrespective of product specificities [10] - the operational practices are product-related and directly connected with technical characteristics of the product's design and life cycle. In the updated version of the EcoM2 model, the authors use the term “best practices for PSS development”. As a convention for this paper, we will refer to these practices as PSS management practices (PMP).

2.2. The maturity levels

The maturity levels consist of set of successive stages upon which sustainability-related issues are continuously embedded into the product development process. The maturity levels are based on the direct assessment of the management practices, which are then defined as a combination of the (i) evolution levels and (ii) the capability levels [3,10].

The model defines a capability scale that qualitatively measures how the company is applying a management practice. The 5-point scale is based on the Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) [10] and can be described as follows [10]: capability level 1 (incomplete) - at this level, the practice is not considered or is incompletely applied in the company; capability level 2 (ad hoc) - the application of the practices is only targeted at accomplishing specific tasks or fixing particular problems; capability level 3 (formalized) - a formalization is in place, with structured documents and processes, indicating the resources, infrastructure and responsibilities for the performance of the practice; capability level 4 (controlled) - the practice has a controlled/monitored space, which means that its performance is constantly monitored through the use of key performance indicators; capability level 5 (improved): at the highest capability level, the management practice has its performance continuously and systematically enhanced over time.

2.3. EcoM2 application method

The application method refers to a prescriptive approach based upon a continuous improvement fashion. The method supports companies in performing the implementation phase of capability-enhancing projects [3,10]. It is organized around two main phases. The first phase is composed of a diagnosis of the current maturity profile (as-is) and the deployment of roadmaps for improvement projects, based on the existing gap between the current and desired capabilities.

The second phase deals with the implementation of the improvement projects that are outlined in the roadmaps, along with strategies for change management and progress measurement. The business case bridges the gap in the transition from the first to the second phase. It assists in building the rationale for the deployment of roadmaps and their subsequent implementation. The business case framework makes use of the current and desired/future capabilities as inputs. The framework simulates the expected behavior of previously selected corporate performance outcomes over time, under a collection of assumptions and particular circumstances. In this sense, the framework should be fully customized to reflect the company’s profile, with its main characteristics and parameters.

3. Methodology

The research methodology was based on a general System Dynamics approach, mainly focused on problem conceptualization, formulation of variables and relationships, model’s test and evaluation, and - finally - policy and use analysis [6,17,18]. The particular method for deriving an exploratory simulation framework for a PSS business case was designed in two major phases: (i) literature and cross-content analysis and (ii) System Dynamics modelling and simulation.

3.1. Phase 1: literature and cross-content analysis

The first phase of the research method encompassed two main steps: literature analysis (Step 1.1) and cross-content analysis (Step 1.2). The literature analysis was fundamentally targeted at retrieving the EcoM2 management practices focused on PSS [3], the business benefits of PSS-related initiatives [8,9,19,20] and literature clues for describing initial assumptions for the variable’s relationships in a business case model [6,17]. Due to the exploratory orientation of this paper, a group of the PSS management practices was selected.

The selection of practices is part of a fundamental orientation in quantitative modeling about preferring early and preliminary working versions of the model over greater levels of detail, which can be later added as necessary [18]. For the purpose of this paper, the market-oriented (or “externally-oriented”) practices were chosen because their effect on corporate performance outcomes are easier to grasp at a first attempt of developing the business case framework.

The Step 1.2 involved a cross-content analysis of the selected PSS management practices against the reviewed business benefits [19,20], and against each other with a view to uncovering the potential cause-effect relations among the PSS management practices.

3.2. Phase 2: System Dynamics modelling and simulation

The second phase of the research method also entailed two overall steps: qualitative modelling based on causal loop diagram (CLD) (Step 2.1) and quantitative modelling based on stock and flow diagrams (SFD) (Step 2.2).

The CLD conceptualizes the relationships among significant variables and pinpoint feedback structures, which steer the dynamics of a system [18,21]. The collection of PSS management practices defined in Phase 1 of the research method shaped the structure of the causal loops. Furthermore, the practices’ relationships with the corporate performance outcomes - materialized as a result of the literature analysis (Step 1.1) and cross-content analysis (Step 1.2) – were also explored and outlined in the CLD. The guidelines recommendations for developing a CLD - proposed by Sterman [12] - were followed in this research, along with...
generic methodological procedures of Group Model Building [22]. The key variables and influencing factors of the problem were elicited based on the specialists’ judgment and past experience in the area of PSS management and implementation.

The variables in a causal loop diagram are linked by arrows, which represent the causal relationships among them. Each of these causal arrows have a polarity (positive or negative). As a generic example, let’s assume that variable A causes variable B (A → B). If the positive polarity (+) is assigned that “if A increases, B will always be higher than it would have been”, while a negative relationship (-) amounts to the fact that “if A increases, B will always be lower than it would have been” [18]. The easiest way of identifying the polarities is to interpret the positive polarity as “A and B move in the same direction” and negative polarity as “A and B move in the opposite direction”. Mathematically, positive links are defined as partial differential equations \( \frac{\partial A}{\partial B} > 0 \), whereas negative links follows the differential equation \( A \frac{\partial A}{\partial B} < 0 \) [18].

Subsequently, Step 2.2 translated the final CLD into a stock and flow diagram, which defines and displays the variables that accumulate over time (stocks) and the ones which operate as rates of change (flows) [18,23]. At this stage, it is also common to add new variables that are relevant for a better representation of the simulation and the system’s structure [23,24]. For the exploratory purposes of this paper and due to limitations, a working simulation model was built for three practices in the collection of PMP selected for this study. The PMP were selected in regards to their fundamentally different scopes and types of generated outputs. Therefore, the profile of their influence on the performance outcomes is also different. Furthermore, the two practices were selected as a way to perform a more thorough examination of simulation model. With that, details and challenges could potentially be inspected further, before building a more complicated business case framework.

### 4. Results and discussion

#### 4.1. Qualitative model: the causal loop diagram

Two fundamental feedback structures are related to the processes of capability building and erosion. The explicit consideration of the processes of capability building and capability erosion was grounded on consolidated System Dynamics applications in the fields of analysis and simulation of organizational capability dynamics [25,26]. The generic structure of these feedback loops are represented in Figure 1.

The positive feedback loops are self-reinforcing and, therefore, denoted with the letter R. Reversely, the negative loops are balancing (self-correcting) and, therefore, takes a letter B. All negative feedback loops have goals, which represents the desired state of the system [18]. In this particular CLD, all the goals are explicitly described as the practice’s desired capability level (marked in green in Figure 1).

![Figure 1: The fundamental and generic feedback structures for capability building and erosion.](image)

The right-hand side positive (R) loop denoted by the loop containing the variables “capability level → capability erosion → capability level” is based on the idea that as capability increases, erosion decreases, if everything else is equal. So, the higher the erosion, the lower the capability will be, ceteris paribus. The two negative links form a self-reinforcing loop. Additionally, the left-hand side negative (B) loop defined by the loop containing the variables “capability level → capability building → capability level” signifies that the higher the capability, the lower capability building levels that will be required to reach the desired capability, while the higher the rates of capability building, the higher the capability level, if everything else is also held constant. The described mechanisms of capability building and erosion were based on fundamental concepts of the literature in capability dynamics [26] and heterogeneity of organizational performance [27,28].

The final CLD obtained through the performance of the described method is illustrated in Figure 2. The polarities are highlighted in the diagram. Since the fundamental feedback structure for capability building and erosion, described in Figure 1, repeats itself for every single practice of the diagram (blue variables), the variables of capability building and erosion were omitted to simplify the structure and improve the readability of the CLD. However, it is important to bear in mind that each of the variables representing the capability levels for the PMP displays the described feedback mechanisms with the two loops (one reinforcing for capability erosion and one balancing for capability building).

The following eight PMP [3,15] were selected to be part of the CLD: 1) assess strengths and weaknesses of the current product portfolio and markets (PMP 1); 2) identify available offerings in the market (PMP 2); 3) understand customer value creation processes to develop suited and specific value propositions (PMP 3); 4) identify the market value of the PSS compared to the competing product in terms of tangible and intangible value (PMP 4); 5) identify customers’ and stakeholders’ requirements for the development of PSS (PMP 5); 6) Define PSS offerings and value propositions to be provided to customers and stakeholders based on their needs (PMP 6); 7) co-create value together with customers by developing service- and customer-oriented offerings (PMP 7) and 8) increase the extent of interactions with customers through the PSS offerings (PMP 8). All the practices’ capabilities are marked in blue in the CLD.
The practices consist of activities that are performed across the entire PSS development process. In that sense, key outputs (results) are obtained from the application of the PMP, which are defined in the CLD as a mid-layer connecting the practices to the performance outcomes (benefits forming the business case rationale). The outputs are depicted in the CLD with a positive link from the practice’s capability level and marked black. This relationship means that the higher the capability level, the higher the consistency/relevance of the output. Additionally, the performance outcomes (benefits) are in bold blue. The PMP are relatively independent, however one output might facilitate and directly influence the capability development of co-related practice.

Some of the outputs were selected and then, in turn, connected to three key performance outcomes (benefits), retrieved from the literature:

1) risks of poor reputation [20,29],
2) reputation and brand equity [29–31] and
3) revenue from innovative PSS offerings (e.g. combinations of products and services) [19,20,32,33]. The outputs that are directly linked to the performance outcomes are replicated in the diagram with a light grey color, meaning they represent “ghost variables” (replications of existing variables). This occurs as a way to improve the readability of the model and avoid crossed arrows in the diagram. Note that the majority of the connecting arrows in the performance outcomes are marked with double parallel bars, which signifies the importance of delays in those relationships.

4.2. Quantitative model: the stock and flow diagram

Conceptually, the SFD displays the emergent behavior of a complex system. The fundamental representation of stocks is related to variables that can accumulate over time. On the other hand, flows are variables that can be represented as rates [6,18]. In this particular model, the capability levels are represented as stocks, with the capability building and capability erosion variables acting as flows (inflow and outflow, respectively). This formulation is also inspired in the literature of capability dynamics [25,26]. Figure 3 shows the generic stock and flow structure of the business case simulation model.

The generic capability structure is initialized with the current capability and has its inflow (capability building) constructed upon a fundamental System Dynamics structure known as “stock management structure” [18]. It takes into account the adjustment for stock and the expected outflow, which is now represented by the variable capability erosion. Therefore, the capability structure is a goal-seeking one, with the desired capability level for the practice defined as the goal to be achieved. Subsequently, the capability erosion is formulated on the basis of a graphic function (or table function). In this formulation, capability erosion flow increases as the capability increases from 1 to 2, reaching the peak at capability level 2, and then decreasing as the capability moves away from level 2 towards capability level 5. The erosion mechanisms are substantiated in the fundamental concept of “organizational forgetting”, which can be described as a theoretical combination of staff turnover and “insufficient organizational memory” [26].

It is noteworthy that the selected PMP are directly contributing to two performance outcomes: reputation/brand equity and revenue from innovative PSS offerings, while no direct link has been identified between the practices’ outputs and the outcome of reputational risks. Therefore, this outcome is treated as an exogenous variable, with random effect according to its intensity. The reputational risks influence the erosion of both reputation/brand equity and revenue from innovative PSS offerings. The consolidated SFD for this preliminary simulation model for the PSS business case presents the following practices: PMP 3, PMP 5 and PMP 7.

The SFD is represented in Figure 4. The simulation model was defined to run for 48 months. The EcoM2 implementation typically takes 24 months (two years) to be performed in regards to the capability increases defined in the roadmap. However, company might typically see changes in their performance outcomes within a 4-year planning horizon. The outcome of reputational risks was modeled as an exogenous variable, carrying random effects. This outcome is dependent on a complementary variable named “risk level”, which varies from 1 to 3, and qualitatively sets the level of risk (e.g. from “low” to “medium” to “high”). Random effects were also
contemplated for the reputation erosion the revenue erosion flows, due to their exogenous nature. Noticeably, the random formulation of this simulation model can be improved accordingly, as more accurate data comes in later versions of the business case. Model parameters were defined upon general points of reference in the literature [19], and translated into relative arbitrary scale/indexes (dimensionless/percentage). Such indexes represent potential relative contribution of PSS implementation to business performance outcomes.

Figure 4: The layered stock and flow diagram (SFD) for the business case simulator, with 3 PSS management practices

A sensitivity analysis with 10 scenarios was performed for the simulation model. The parameters were, respectively, current and desired capability for PMP 3, PMP 5, PMP 7 and the risk level (low, medium, high). The graphs shown in Figure 5 relate to each one of the 10 scenarios in the sensitivity analysis for reputation/brand equity and revenue from innovative PSS offerings. The labels in the graphs show the parameters in the abovementioned order.

Under the generic assumptions considered, both the reputation and the revenue are quite sensitive to the value for current capability, with higher and more persistent reputation/revenue for scenarios starting with higher capability. Furthermore, both outcomes display similar behavior (curves), however reputation tends to be more sensitive to capability increments, when compared to revenue. Delays in gaining benefits from revenue are typically more pronounced than the ones for occurring for reputation. These benefits operate faster in than converted revenues, which can rely on longer cycles of commercialization of PSS offerings.

It is noteworthy that PMP 7 has the largest influence on reputation and revenue because one of its outputs (“customer and stakeholder preferences”) supports the development of PMP 5 and the capability level of PMP 7 directly affects both performance outcomes. Furthermore, when the scenario representing the longest development of capability (from 1 to 5 for all practices) is subjected to a high level of risk (label “1,5,1,5,1,5, High”), the company sees no relevant increase in revenues, while reputation can grow some 10% after 4 years of strong capability development. On the other hand, performance is much stronger when the same capability development takes place under a low level of risk. This comparison suggests that developing PSS capabilities may be an important way to offsetting considerable levels of uncertainty and risk, which could confronted.

5. Concluding remarks

The paper presented an initial approximation for a business case simulator for PSS implementation, which can be potentially used by decision makers to assess the test implementation scenarios and assess the performance outcomes. Due to its preliminary nature, limitations of the study can be pointed out: (i) the assumptions made and the incipient considerations constrain the utility of the results and applicability of the model; (ii) the high-level aggregation of some variables limit the capture of broader and important insights in the model; (iii) the lack of historical data makes it more difficult to parametrize the model.

Figure 5: Curves of the 10 scenarios generated in the sensitivity analysis
Main contribution is geared towards the idea of laying out a foundational work to build future consolidated version of a practical business case simulation model. With that in mind, some strands for future development are: (i) increasing the reach of the model to cover all PMP; (ii) structuring the procedures of relationship building and data collection through qualitative methods; (iii) developing more robust indexes, parameters and patterns of behaviors as well as calibration methods for core variables; and (iv) instantiating the simulation model with real-world data. Moreover, the paper has the potential of opening future opportunities for more structured and sophisticated applications of the System Dynamics methodology in the PSS field, which has been predominantly dominated by qualitative research.
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